The Not So Great Writ
Leah M. Litman
The war on terror generated renewed scholarly and judicial focus on the writ of habeas corpus.
In Boumediene v. Bush, the Supreme Court held for the first time that the Suspension Clause guarantees
some quantum of habeas corpus absent suspension of the writ. 1 Just last term, in Department of
Homeland Security v. Thuraissigiam, the Court concluded that the constitutional guarantee of habeas
corpus does not apply to noncitizen arrivals to the United States who recently entered the country
without legal authorization. 2
To get traction on questions about the scope and content of the constitutional guarantee of
habeas corpus, scholars have relied on historical analyses of the writ, examining its pre-ratification
history, as well as Marshall-era decisions involving federal post-conviction review, together with the
Civil War era restrictions and expansions of the writ. 3 These studies have focused on how habeas
functioned in individual cases during these time periods.
This mode of analysis has reinforced the idea that the writ is a device that secures individual
liberty. Cases have hailed the writ as “the best and only sufficient defence of personal freedom,” 4 and
maintained that “its history is inextricably intertwined with the growth of fundamental rights of
personal liberty.” 5 Justices from across the ideological spectrum have made similar claims. Justice
Powell wrote that “[t]here has been a halo about the ‘Great Writ’ that no one would wish to dim.” 6 In
his celebrated concurrence in Hamdi, Justice Scalia invoked Alexander Hamilton to assert that the writ
was “a means to protect against ‘the practice of arbitrary imprisonments in all ages, the favourite and
most formidable instruments of tyranny.’” 7 Legislators have adopted a similar tone. Then-Chairman
of the Judiciary Committee Senator Patrick Leahy declared that the “Great Writ is the legal process
that guarantees an opportunity to go to court and challenge the abuse of power by the Government.” 8
Responding to congressional efforts to restrict access to the writ, then Senator Russ Feingold implored
his colleagues that “[t]o be true to our Nation’s proud traditions and principles, we must restore the
writ of habeas corpus.” 9
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Feingold’s plea to return to a lost, great history of habeas appears in scholarship as well.
Brandon Garrett invoked the “much-celebrated and storied history” of the writ to argue that the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit had too narrowly construed the constitutional requirements
governing habeas proceedings. 10 Scholarship on post-conviction review draws on the idea that habeas
historically functioned as a meaningful guarantor of individual liberty to critique how post-conviction
review operates today. One representative article argued that “the authority of the federal courts to
entertain constitutional challenges to state criminal convictions is the embodiment of all that was right
about the Warren Court. . . . [H]abeas corpus petitions from prison inmates[] provide[d] the
indispensable machinery for maintaining and invigorating individual rights on a daily basis.” 11 Relying
on this narrative, scholars have argued that modern-day restrictions on federal post-conviction review
have prevented habeas from performing its core, intended function of protecting individual liberty. 12
Although “telling and retelling the history of the writ” 13 may be a common tack, this Article
adopts a different framework for studying habeas. It broadens scholarly assessments of the writ by
examining how habeas functioned in areas of law that the study of habeas has often neglected—
specifically, the law of slavery and freedom, Native American affairs, and immigration. 14 While
immigration proceedings have recently figured into analyses of habeas, the other two areas of law have
been notably absent from scholarship on habeas corpus. These areas are sometimes overlooked on
the ground that they are aberrational or unique. Perhaps for this reason, scholars have not examined
them to better understand the nature and function of habeas corpus. But they shed light on what
habeas actually does, and they constituted a significant portion of the reported federal habeas cases
and a good number of state habeas cases as well. 15 This article also approaches these areas of law with
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a systemic, holistic lens that analyzes how habeas is embedded within other legal structures and societal
norms. That is, rather than an individualist, case-oriented approach, this article examines how habeas
proceedings were one component in a broader legal system that was less protective of individual liberty
than an analysis of individual habeas cases might suggest.
A systemic perspective into historically neglected areas of law offers a different picture of
habeas than do analyses of the oft studied individual habeas cases. It is partially because habeas
scholarship has not focused on these areas of law that habeas corpus is thought of today as the Great
Writ of Liberty when the reality is more complicated. 16 Habeas is not a legal structure whose normative
valence uniformly pushes in one direction. Extending the analysis of habeas to cover historically
neglected areas of law, and analyzing the habeas cases as one part of a broader legal structure brings
into focus the duality of the writ. Habeas can be empowering just as it can be constraining; instead of
limiting detention schemes, habeas occasionally played a role in expanding them. And instead of
curbing government power, habeas constituted an important element of government power and
provided the government with a powerful tool for carrying out its policies. Habeas was a legal channel
that people used to seize power, and it provided an engine for constructing racialized ideas about who
gets to be free and the terms of individuals’ freedom.
Excavating these forgotten usages of habeas corpus and analyzing them together serves several
purposes. First, it improves our understandings of habeas. Although we are used to thinking of habeas
as a great writ because it protects individual liberty and guards against the abuse of state power, plenty
of habeas actions undermined individual liberty and enhanced the government’s power to pursue
abusive policies. In the 19th and early 20th centuries, habeas was a mechanism to vindicate
constitutional structure and government power as well as individual rights. This reality has several
doctrinal implications: It confirms that habeas can exist even where individual rights guarantees might
not apply and it also identifies several flaws in the existing legal rules regarding habeas. The current
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legal frameworks assume that the existence of habeas is a benefit to individuals and a burden on the
government when in reality habeas can augment government power. There are theoretical implications
as well: Incorporating these areas of law into the field of habeas sounds notes of caution about theories
that imagine that courts, as institutions, are uniquely well positioned to safeguard the interests of the
less powerful or to protect individual liberty by ensuring that the government abides by the rule of
law. That is not what habeas did.
Second, a thicker understanding about habeas raises questions about suggestions, old and new,
that constitutional structure is an attractive tool for addressing racial subordination and checking
executive power. Both doctrine and scholarship imagine that the separation of powers safeguards
individual liberty. Case after case channels the idea that dividing power among different branches of
government protects individual liberty by ensuring that no one branch becomes too powerful. Recent
scholarship has invoked this idea in service of more modern, egalitarian principles, arguing that
distributing power to different branches or levels of government is a way to empower racial, sexual,
and political minorities to secure legal protections.
Yet the forgotten usages of habeas serve as a reminder that focusing too much on dearly held
principles like checks and balances or the separation of powers can fail to remedy racial subordination
and can even further it. 17 In the context of habeas, the separation of powers meant that courts allowed
legislatures to adopt whatever abusive policies they enacted clearly enough, since under a separated
powers scheme Congress wrote the laws and courts verified the laws’ interpretation. Checks and
balances hardly fared better than separated powers. When courts exercised overlapping functions with
other branches, they implemented detention schemes alongside executive officials, sorting between
and reinforcing the distinctions between the groups that Congress wanted to detain and the groups
that Congress wanted to be free. Courts also exercised the power to check other branches selectively,
invalidating actions that sought to challenge slavery or challenge the scope of federal authority over
Native Americans.
While constitutional structure has the theoretical potential to empower minorities and serve
egalitarian ends, adopting the lens of constitutional structure risks doing the opposite because of what
the framework of constitutional structure brings into focus and what it does not. Constitutional
structure prioritizes attention to institutions—what institutions have more comparative competence
over certain issues, and whether different institutions or levels of government all have a balanced array
of powers. That way of thinking reflects the Legal Process tradition, which emphasizes questions of
institutional competence, and which dominates the field of federal courts where habeas is often
studied. 18 And one need not be a full-throated adherent of that legal process school to think that it
often makes sense to turn from substantive worries about rights and equality to institutional
competence.
The case studies suggest that too may be wrong, and that we should resist the urge to
reconceptualize issues of substantive justice and racial hierarchy in terms of legal process and
constitutional structure. A focus on institutional competence ignores substantive questions such as
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whose interests an institution is actually serving or what purpose power is being exercised for, which
risks replicating the very hierarchies that modern scholarship on constitutional structure imagine it
can undo. The frameworks of constitutional structure, separation of powers, and checks and balances
also have too much baggage. Even if constitutional structure can be pushed and pulled to also
encompass questions of race, power, and hierarchy, they will also include attention to institutional
competence, which risks undoing the gains it can offer or at least taking focus away from issues of
race, power, and hierarchy. It is in part because the study of habeas has focused on questions of
institutional competence that the myth of habeas as a guarantor of individual liberty has persisted,
which illustrates the limits of frameworks that abstract away from the substance of particular disputes
in favor of theoretical questions about institutional competence.
Third, and finally, the case studies surface an additional function that remedies can perform.
Remedies can function as tools of the state that legitimize and extend government power just as they
can constrain it. The plasticity and malleability of remedies such as habeas allowed habeas to become
part of the legal apparatus that furthered the American colonial project—legalizing violence against
fugitive slaves and free Black persons, dispossessing Native lands and Natives’ governing authority,
and facilitating sweeping control over immigrant communities.
The case studies confirm one insight of critical race theory—namely, that it is difficult to fully
understand an area of law like habeas without considering its contact points with issues of race. 19
Recent scholarship on federalism, the scope of Congress’s powers, and debt and equity have used
Native American affairs, race, and slavery to generate more broadly applicable insights for general
fields in public law even though those areas were previously walled off as separate or unique. 20 The
case studies on habeas similarly suggest the interconnectedness of habeas, the separation of powers,
remedies, and race. 21 Habeas proceedings were an important tool for the state in racializing certain
groups, but habeas proceedings also used the issue of race in furtherance of state power—to divide
authority between the different branches and to expand state authority
This article proceeds in four parts. Part I provides a brief overview of scholarship on habeas,
which has adopted an individual-case perspective that is limited to certain areas. Part II offers a thick
analysis of how habeas functioned in three areas of law in the 19th and early 20th century, focusing on
the institutional dynamics of habeas proceedings. Part III uses the case studies to shed light on the
nature and function of habeas, and on how seeming institutional bulwarks of institutional liberty such
as the separation of powers or checks and balances supplied important components of the legal
architecture for American colonialism and racial subordination. Part IV concludes with thoughts about
some modern-day codas to the case studies.
Despite surfacing these functions of habeas, and identifying how habeas became bound up
with projects of racial subordination and colonialism, my goal is not to argue that habeas should be
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abolished or to suggest that the constitution supplies no guarantee of habeas. It is instead, to
reorient and recalibrate the debates around habeas so they can more fully take into account some of
the limitations of habeas and some of the pro-government functions that habeas can have.

